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Additional Information: Contains images taken by Herbert W. Ludwig during his visit to California in 

1906. He was in San Francisco during the 1906 earthquake. He also traveled throughout the state before 

and after the quake.  He took the photos with a Kodak folding pocket cameras (2010.009.003) and may 

have also developed and printed the photographs himself as photography was his hobby according to 

family members.  Handwritten annotations on the album presumably authored by Herbert L. Ludwig.   
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P 2010.009.001             
Album, Photograph

Black photo album with a fleur de lis embossed on the cover. 
Contains images taken by Herbert W. Ludwig during his visit to
California in 1906.  He was in San Francisco during the 1906
earthquake.  He also traveled throughout the state before and after
the quake.  He took the photos with a Kodak folding pocket camers
(2010.009.003) and may have also developed and printed the
photographs himself as photography was his hobby. according to
family members.  

See following records for info on each photo. 

Photos were not placed in chronological order as they were
mounted in the album.

Poor OK Museum

P 2010.009.001a            
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. Image of  large neo-classical columns surrounded by
brickwork, clearly damaged. The image is of the Towne Mansion
locate on Nob Hill in the aftermath of the 1906 San Francisco
Earthquake. The columns presided over the entrance to the
building before the quake. Handwritten to the left of the image
reads "California Various Areas". To the right reads " + 1906
Earthquake".

Good OK Museum

P 2010.009.001aa           
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Left Photo: Image of a sandy beach with several people seated on
the sand in the distance. To the right a wooden pier extends out
over the water. There is a small light colored building at the end of
the pier as well as a large group of people. In the far distance to the
left there are several buildings visible. Handwritten under the
image reads "Beach + Pier Santa Cruz, Cal Aug. 1906". 

Right Image: Image of several small sail boats floating in water. In
the background there are several builds as well as a large light
colored tent visible. To the right there is a wooden dock that
extends out into the water visible. Handwritten under the image
reads "Santa Cruz Beach viewed from fishermans warf".

Good OK Museum
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P 2010.009.001aaa          
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Image of a lage cannon mounted to a circular concrete platform.
The gun has a crank to adjust the level of the barrell. In the
background is an empty field with a few newly planted trees and a
few buildingds in the distance. Handwritten underneath the image
reads "Gun from the wrek of Isle-de-buba sunk May, 1 1898 at
Battle of Manila Bay by Admiral Dewey Park Napa, Cal.".

Good OK Museum

P 2010.009.001aaaa         
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Image of several people gathered around a large hole in the street
with some paving bricks piled on the outside edge of the hole.  To
the left one of the men is holding a metal bucket. In the
background there is a large two-story building visible across the
street. In front of the building are two horse drawn carriages and
more people gathered and another large crowd on the sidewalk and
in the street. Handwritten underneath the image reads "Busted
Water Main.". 

Good OK Museum

P 2010.009.001aaaaa        
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Image of a large wooden sailing boat full of people floating next to
a dock. a sign on the side of the boat reads "GJOA". In the
background there is a large crowd gathered on a dock looking into
the boat.In the far background there are several buildings. One
building in the center has a sign that reads "A.J. Gerdas Ship
Stores Etc. Mission Street". Handwritten underneath the image
reads "GJOA- the sloop in which Capt Amundsen Sucsessfully
made the uncharted North West Passage San Francisco Oct. 20,
1906.". 

Good OK Museum

P 2010.009.001b            
Print, Photographic

Good OK MuseumBlack and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Left Photo: Image of a cobble stone paved street with a three large
damaged buildings to the right with a large sign on the ground
floor of the center building that reads "Preparing to Open a
Complete Retail Store". To the left a large cloud of smoke is
visible from the fire in the aftermath of the 1906 earthquake.
Handwritten under the image reads "O.P.D.& Co., INC. APR. 18,
1906, 2p.m." .
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Right Photo: Image of a large pile of rubble piled between
fragments of walls still standing. after the 1906 earthquake. In the
rubble there are a few signs visible. In the background there are
more burned out buildings and more sections of walls still
satnding. Handwritten under the image reads "O.P.D.& CO, INC.,
APR 18, 1906, 2:45P.M.".

P 2010.009.001bb           
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Left Photo: Image of a large, cobble stone pave street with street
car tracks. there are street car cables visible overhead as well. On
either side of the street there are large buildings with various
degress of damaged caused by the 1906 earthquake. to the right
there appears to be scaffolding around a large building. In addtion,
there are large crowds of people gathered on the sidewalk and in
the middle of the street looking toward a large cloud of dark
colored smoke. Handwritten underneath the image reads "View
East from 8th and Howard Sts.". 

Right Photo: Image of wide, cobble stone paved street with street
car tracks and cables visible. In the background there are several
buildings partially visible as well as some people in the street and a
few on rooftops to the left looking toward two seperate clouds of
dark colored smoke from fires in the distance. Handwritten
underneath the image reads "Mission District". 

Good OK Museum

P 2010.009.001bbb          
Print, Photographic

Good OK MuseumBlack and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Left Photo: Image of a paved cobble stone street with steel street
car tracks visible. In the background there is a view of a large
swath of destruction int the aftermath of the 1906 San Francisco
Earthquake. Large piles of rubble as well as furnace towers still
standing are visible. In the center of the photo there is a women
seated on an object holding an umbrella over her head. In the far
distance other damged buildingds are visible. In the forground a
small wooden fence has posters adhered to it that read "The Lion
and the Mouse". Handwritten underneath the image reads "8th
Street.". 

Right Photo: Image of a neighborhood of victorian homes with
large railroad tracks running down the center of the paved street
with a junction switch visible breaking off to another set of tracks
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to the left where the train is visible to the left. There are several
people gathered around the front of the train. On the sidewalk are
several small wooden stove shacks with pipes coming out of each
shack in various places. In the distance a large spire is visible.
Handwritten underneath the image reads "Emergency Track for
removing debris. Note Stove shacks on the sidewalk, no fires
permitted in houses.".

P 2010.009.001bbbb         
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Left Photo: Image of a a large brick building in the aftermath of
the 1906 San Francisco earthquake. Several of the buildings walls
are partially collapsed, with large piles of rubble infront of the
damaged walls and facade. In addition there are several exposed
metal pipes visible. In the forground there is a sandy walk way.
Handwritten underneath the image reads "Ruin of Gas Co's. Plant
at North Beach. All Earthquake Damage.". 

Right Photo: Image of a large crater in the middle of a paved street
as a result of the 1906 San Francisco earthquake. The side walk to
the right is damaged with large slabs of concrete sliding into the
hole formed by the crater. On either side of the street there are
several buildings with various degress of damage as well as several
people walking in the street and paved sidewalks. Handwritten
underneath the image reads "Result of Earthquake. Valencia St.".

Good OK Museum

P 2010.009.001bbbbb        
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Left Photo: Image looking toward San Francisco at night. Image
taken in the aftermath of the 1906 San Francsico earthquake while
the fires were buring in the city. there are a few tall towers visible
as well as the furnace tower of the roof on which the photo was
taken. 

Right Photo: Similar to the previous image (Left Image) with more
of a view to the left. At the far left of the image the tower of the
San Francisco Call building may be visible. 

Handwritten underneath both images reads "Fire at night taken
from roof.". 

Good OK Museum
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P 2010.009.001c            
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. Image is of a large waterfall traveling over a sheer granite
face, probably in Yosemite. the image is taken from the base of the
fall looking toward the verticle face of the mountain. In the
foreground, the fall is framed by several trees including a pine tree
and a spurse tree. In addtion there are several large boulders and
rocks as well as mist visible at the base of the fall. 

Good OK Museum

P 2010.009.001cc           
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Left Photo: Image of a sandy beach with a row of small cabins as
well as a large white colored tent on the sand. To the right a sign
reads "Plunge". Around the ten and cabins on the sand are several
people, including a few standing at the waters edge. In the
background there are several buildings visible as well as many
large trees. Handwritten under the image reads "Beach".

Right Photo: Image of the same beach, but with a closer wiew of
the small cabins and the large light colored tent. the beach has
several people visible, including several women wearing light
colored dresses holding light colored parasols. In the background
are several buildings as well as many trees visible. Handwritten
under the image reads "Beach-tnet used for dancing Casino
recently burned". 

Handwritten to the right of the first photo and above the second
photo reads "Santa Cruz Aug. 1906". 

Good OK Museum

P 2010.009.001ccc          
Print, Photographic

Good OK MuseumBlack and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Left Photo: Image of of the Greek theater in Berkeley. There are
several people gathered, seated on thelarge concrete steps of the
semi-circular theater. There are more people seated in the upper
section than the lower section. Handwritten underneath the image
reads "Greek Theatre given by W.R. Hearst Berkley, Cal.". 

Right Photo: Image of the ocean with a fort in the center of the im
age. To the left of the fort is a bridge connecting the fort with a
smaller building on a hill directly behind the fort. Visible withing
the water near the ground level of the fort are water break walls.
Handwritten underneath the image reads "Old Fort used as Store
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House Fort Point, Cal.". 

P 2010.009.001cccc         
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Image of several ship of various sizes floating in the San Francisco
Bay. There are several steam ships with smoke stacks moving
through the water. To the right the front of a lare ship is partially
visible. In the background there is a large island behind the ships
in the distance. In the sky there is black smoke visible form a
passing ship. Handwritten underneath the image reads "Gjoa-small
craft in center Goat Island in background San Francisco Bay Oct-
1906.". 

Good OK Museum

P 2010.009.001ccccc        
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Image of nine visible ships moving across San Francisco Bay.
Among the ships are masted sailing ships as well as smaller yachts
and at least two steamers with a dark colored smoke visible. In the
far distance are several barren hills with a few buildings near the
base of the hills and the shoreline to the right. Handwritten
underneath the image reads "Parade in Honor of crew of Gjoa. It is
the small crafttowed by tug San Francisco Oct. 20, 1906.". 

Good OK Museum

P 2010.009.001d            
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Right Photo: Image of a two-story wooden building with several
large windows with a large sign across the front that reads "O.P.
Downing & Co. Inc Druggist and Sundry". To the left of the image
are four men standing near a horse cart with several boxes stacked
in in front of the entrnce to the building. Note that this is the same
company that relocated to Oakland in the daysafter the destruction
of thier building in the 1906 San Francisco Earthquake. Image
(2010.009.001b) shows the ruins of this building on April 18,
1906. Handwritten under the image reads "O.P.D. & Co., INC.
APR 23, 1906 East Oakland California". 

Left Photo: Image of a man walking across an unpaved street with
street car tracks running down the road. In the background there is
dark colored smoke visible. On either side of the street are various
wooden structures. To the right are two signs that read "The
Mission Glove House" and "Marquette" with a image of a bottle
next to it. Handwritten under the image reads "Valencia St.".

Good OK Museum
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P 2010.009.001dd           
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Left Photo: Image of Union Square in San Francisco. to the rigth
there is a large building with a large sign that reads "The biggest
furninature house on the pacific coast". In the center is the steel
frame of the Whittell Building.To the right a hotel building is
visible. To the far right, part of the Dewey monument is visible. In
the foreground there is a large crowd gathered with carts full of
trunks and household items. A bicycle is also visible. In addtion
there are also several tents visible. Handwritten underneath the
image reads "Refugees at Union Square Park. Apr., 18, '06,
3P.M.". 

Right Photo: Image of Union Square in San Francsico cover in
debry and rubble. In the background there are several buildings
with various degrees of damage. the steel frame of the Whittell
Building is visible. In addtion the paved street has several cracks in
it as well as damaged street car tracks. Handwritten underneath the
image reads "Corner Geary and Powell Sts. After the fire. Looking
across Union Square.". 

Good OK Museum

P 2010.009.001ddd          
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Left Photo: Image of the Palace Hotel in San Francisco in the
aftermath of the 1906 San Francisco earthquake. The hotel is badly
damaged with rubble in the street in the forground. The building to
the left is partially collapsed. In the forground there are several
people in the street in small groups looking at the damage.
Handwritten underneath the image reads "Palace Hotel". 

Right Photo: Image of a neo-classical building damaged in the
aftermath of the 1906 San Francisco earthquake. Allaround the
building are large pile of debris. There are several people visible
walking in the rubble covered streets. The dome of the building is
collapsed except for the steel skeleton. Directly under the dome the
damaged main entrance to the building is visible.  Handwritten
underneath the image reads "Hibernia Bank".

Good OK Museum
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P 2010.009.001dddd         
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Left Photo: Image of a two large buildings damaged in the
aftermath of the 1906 San Francisco earthquake. On top of both
buildings visible are lareg flag poles woith American Flags that
can be seen. In the forground is a large pile of bricks and debris
from a collapsed building as well as several partially standing
walls and furnace towers. Handwritten underneath the image reads
"Merchants' Exchange & Kohl (Hayward's) Buildings.". 

Right Photo: Image of of a paved cobble stone street with looking
toward an intersection in the aftermath of the 1906 San Francisco
earthquake. In the forground the street is covered with debris as
well as several partially collapsed buildings visible. there are
several people visible walking along the street and the sidewalk. In
the background is the Flood building still standing with smoke
around the building. Handwritten underneath the image reads "Jas.
Flood Bld'g Market, Ellis & Powell Sts.". 

Good OK Museum

P 2010.009.001e            
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. Image is of a large water fall flowing over a sheer granite
face with tree visible around the top of of the face, probably in
Yosemite. The flow of water is concentrated to the left side of the
image with exposed rock visible on the left. There is also a large
tree visible on the entire left side of the image in the foreground. at
the base of the image there are large boulders visible as well as
smaller trees.  

Good OK Museum

P 2010.009.001ee           
Print, Photographic

Good OK MuseumBlack and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Left Photo: Image of a large building on the corner of a paved
street with a paved sidewalk. The building is three stories tall with
several windows and two chiminnies visible. To the right of the
image there are three large palm trees visible. On the far right there
is at least on person visible, possibly on a bicycle. Handwritten
under the image reads "Typical residence-One species of palm.". 

Right Photo: Image of large monument with a dark colored statue
of a man atop a light colored platform and several steps, adorned
with a plaque and more decorative formed bronze. Hand written
underneath the image reads "Mc Kinley Monument". 
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Handwritten to the right of the first image and above the second
image reads "San Jose, Cal. April 1905". 

P 2010.009.001eee          
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Left Photo: Image of a lake looking toward the shore. Along the
shore are several trees visible. Ijn the background there are several
buildings visible as well as a tent along the lake shore to the right.
Handwritten underneath the image reads "View across West Lake
Park Los Angeles, Cal.". 

Right Photo: Image of a large dredging boat with large smoke
stacks. The dredge is painted in a two tone color scheme. The boat
is a boxy design with large steel riging in rear of the boat. In the
background to the right another boat is visible. Handwritten
underneath the image reads "Government Dredge Harbor of San
Pedro, Cal.". 

Good OK Museum

P 2010.009.001eeee         
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Left Photo: Image of the "Golden Gate" in the San Francisco Bay.
In the forground there is only water with a few rocks exposed in
shallow water along the shoreline. In the background  There are
two parts of land visible on either side of the opening to the bay. In
the far distance another large piece of land is visible. Handwritten
underneath the image reads "Golden Gate". 

Right Photo: Image of a large, ornate, light colored building
surrounded by several trees (including Plam Trees and lanscaped
lawns. The lawns have decorative designs. Handwritten underneath
the image reads "Consevatory-Golden Gate Park". 

Handwritten to the right of the first image and above the second
image reads "San Francisco, Ca.". 

Good OK Museum

P 2010.009.001f            
Print, Photographic

Good OK MuseumBlack and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Left Photo: Image a large pile of rubble with brick work, charred
lumber, metal plumbing systems and various scrap visible. In the
background several people are visible standing around the ruins. In
addtion there are also intact furnace towers as well as a few burned
trees with no leaves visible. Handwritten under the image reads
"Cor. Folsom & 14th, Looking N.W.". 
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Right Photo: Image of  large pile of rubble including brickwork,
metal scraps (possibly barrel rings) and several furnace towers. To
the left a small brick structure is still standing. In addtion burned
trees and telephone poles are also visible.

P 2010.009.001ff           
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Left Photo: Image of a man standing on a paved cobble stone street
with street car tracks visible. The street is covered in rubble with
several buildings with various degrees of damage in the
background as well as the steel frame of the Whittell building.
Handwritten underneath the image reads "Geary St. near Powell,
Looking toward Market St. Place Hotel in flames, 2:30P.M.
Newman & Levinson Bld'g on the right.". 

Right Photo: Image of an intersection of a smaller unpaved street
with a paved sidewalk. On either side of the street there are
wooden residential buildings. In foreground there are numerous
men and women moving through the street with household items
such as chairs and tables. To the right there are several horse
drawn carts being loaded with various objects. In the background
there is a large cloud of dark colored smokecoming from the right.
Handwritten under the image reads "Mission District". 

Good OK Museum

P 2010.009.001fff          
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Left Photo: Image of Grace Church in San Francisco in the
aftermath of the 1906 earthquake. The Church is badly damaged
with the roof completely collapsed. Surrounding the building are
large piles of debris. to the left near the church entrance on the
corner of the street two peopl are visible walking. To the left is a
collapsed building. Handwritten underneath the image reads
"Grace Church". 

Right Photo: Image looking toward the front corner of Saint Luke's
Church in San Francisco in the aftermath of the 1906 earthquake.
the church is badly damaged. most of the upper facade is crumbled
and surrounding the church are large piles of debris. In the
background is more debris. In front of the church two power poles
are standing. Infront of them is a wide paved street. Handwritten
underneath the image reads "St. Lukes Church". 

Good OK Museum
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P 2010.009.001g            
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. Image is of San Francisco looking down from California
and Powell Streets. To the right part of Saint Mary's Church is
visible. In the foreground is the remains of a brick building
damaged in the 1906 San Francisco earthquake. The buildings in
the background appear to be mostly rebuilt. Hnadwritten under the
image reads "California & Powell Sts., APR. 1907.". 

Good OK Museum

P 2010.009.001gg           
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. Image of a large intersection With a U.S. army soldier in the
foreground. Looking down on either side of the cross street are
large commercial buildings including one oont he left with a large
"sale" banner and to the right, a window sign that reads "painless
dentistry". In the background there are several people gathered in
the middle of the street in front of a large cloud of dark colored
smoke obscuring the sky. Handwitten underneath the image reads
"Market and 6th. St.". 

Good OK Museum

P 2010.009.001ggg          
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Left Photo: Image of a two-story building built on the shore of a
lake. Surrounding the building are small boats. In the background
the lake and several tree are visible. Handwritten underneath the
image reads "Boat House West Lake Park". 

Right Photo: Image of an unpaved road looking toward a curve.
On each side of the road are neatly lined palm trees and landscaped
grass. Handwritten underneath the image reads "Palm Drive East
Lake Park Dec. 1905". 

Handwritten to the right of the first image and above the second
image reads "Los Angeles, Cal.".  

Good OK Museum

P 2010.009.001gggg         
Print, Photographic

Good OK MuseumBlack and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Left Photo: Image looking out into the San Frnacisco Bay. The
image is taken from the shore with some sand and waves visible
along the shoreline. In addition, there are also shallow rocks
visible. In the far background there is a steamship visible with a
cloud of smoke hanging above it. Handwritten underneath the
image reads "Golden Gate". 
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Right Photo: Image looking out into the San Francisco Bay. The
image is taken from the shoreline with several rocks visible in the
shallow water with wave crashing over them. In the center of the
image, in the background is a steamship with a large cloud of
smoke haning above it.  Next to the ship, to the left a light house is
visible. Handwritten underneath the image reads "Steamer entering
the Golden Gate. Light house-1 mile from shore". 

Handwritten underneath both images reads "San Francisco, Cal.". 

P 2010.009.001h            
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Right Photo: Image of the destruction across San Frnacisco from
the 1906 earthquake looking from "California & Powell Sts.,
looking towards the Ferry Grace Church at Right". To the left is a
large heap of twisted metal and brickwork. In the background
several large buildings are seen, including The Merchants
Exchange Building and the Ferry building in the distance. 

Left Photo: Image of several destroyed buildings, looking toward
the San Francisco City Hall in the aftermath of the 1906 San
Francisco earthquake. Amongst the rubble is twisted scrap metal
and large piles of bricks. Handwritten at the bottom of the image
reads "California & Mason Sts., looking toward City Hall". 

Good OK Museum

P 2010.009.001hh           
Print, Photographic

Good OK MuseumBlack and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Left Photo: Image of a paved street with street car tracks visible.
There are several people walking in the street as well as along the
sidewalks. To the right there are large buildings damaged in the
aftermath of the 1906 San Frnacisco earthquake. In the center of
the image there is an early automobile making its way up the street.
The San Francisco Call newspaper building is the tallest building
in the background. In the further distance there is a large cloud of
dark colored smoke obscuring the sky. Hand written underneath
the iomage reads "Before". 

Right Photo: Image of a paved street with street car tracks visible.
On either side of the street are large piles of rubble from burned
out and collapsed buildings. In the background there are a few
large buildings standing on either side of the street (including the
San Francisco Call newspaper building), but are damaged. There
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are a few people visible wwalking in the street. Handwritten
underneath the image reads "After". 

Handwritten underneath both images reads "Views from cor. Sutter
and Kearney Looking South.".

P 2010.009.001hhh          
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Left Photo: Image of a badly damaged set of street car tracks in the
aftermath of the 1906 San Francisco earthquake.The track bed is
bent at a sharp angle. The cobble stone paved street on either side
is destroyed. To the left there are victorian style homes visible.
Piled infront of the homes are bricks collected from the rubble. In
addtion there are several people visible walking in the street as
well as a person on a bicycle in the center of the image looking
down the street. 

Right Photo: Image is another view of the previous (left image),
but looking down hill rather than uphill. On either side of the
dmaged street car tracks are buildings with a sign on one to the left
that reads "Lunch". There are people visible walking on the street
in the distance. Power poles are visible still standing on the left
side of the damaged tracks. 

Handwritten underneath both images reads "Destruction of Cable
Car Line Road Bend, Union Street". 

Good OK Museum

P 2010.009.001hhhh         
Print, Photographic

Good OK MuseumBlack and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Left Photo: Image of a large, multi-story hotel building with smoke
all around the building. To the right is the scaffolding for an
addition. In the forground there are numerous palm trees seen to
the left. In the forground is also a small unpaved road with large
piles of bricks and other debris on either side of the path. Moving
down the path are several people as well as a horse drawn carriage.
at the far leftof the image the Dewey Monument is visible.
Handwritten underneath the image reads "St. Francis Hotel Interior
Destroyed by Fire. New Addition in course of Construction.". 

Right Photo: Image of a wide, cobblestone paved street with
multiple sets of street car tracks visible. The image is looking
toward a cross street with buildings on fire on either side of the
street. Two sign to the right read "Autographic Register Company"
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and "Preparing to Open a Com...". Looking into the large building
on the right, flames are visible looking through the windows. The
sky is completely obscured with dark colored smoke. Handwritten
underneath the image reads "Fire". 

P 2010.009.001i            
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. Image of the destruction of the 1906 San Francisco
Earthquake looking from "California & Mason Sts., Looking
toward City Hall Apr., 1907". Among the ruins are large piles of
bricks and scrap metal as well as fragments of building walls still
standing. To the right the metal frame of a building is visible. 

Good OK Museum

P 2010.009.001ii           
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Left Photo: Image of a large body of water with a land mass in the
distance. there is a tower visible on the top of a the land's highest
point. Handwritten underneath the image reads "Dead Mans Island
San Pedro. Harbor, Cal.". 

Right Photo: Image of a narrow dirth path surrounded on either
side by numerous plants, including small palms, large trees and
ferns. Hanwritten underneath the image reads "Canyon-Piedmont
Park Piedmont, Cal.". 

Good OK Museum

P 2010.009.001iii          
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Image of a large, light colored ship with two darker colored smoke
stacks as well as two masts without sails. In addition there is a flag
visible toward the back of the ship.The boat is surrounded by water
with a large piece of land visible in the background. There appears
to be a tug boat pulling the boat away from the coast. The water
appears choppy. Handwritten underneath the image reads
"Government Dredge - Harbor of San Pedro, Cal". 

Good OK Museum
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P 2010.009.001iiii         
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Image of three large sailing ships floating in San Francisco Bay
directly infront of Alcatraz Island.  The buildings on Alacatraz are
partially visible. In the background the hills around the basy are
visible. Handwritten underneath the image reads "Alcatraz Island.
Military Prison San Francisco Bay, Cal.".

Good OK Museum

P 2010.009.001j            
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Right Photo: Image of several buildings destroyed or damaged by
the 1906 San Frnacisco earthquake. In the foreground there is a
large pile of bricks as well as scrap metal from the collapse of a
building. In front of the rubble is a paved cobble stone street with
street car lines visible. Handwritten under the image reads
"O'Farrell & Stockton Sts., Centeral Building is St. Francis Hotel".
The Hotel burned in the second day of fires.

Left Photo: Image of a paved cobble stone street with street car
tracks as well as debry from the 1906 San Francisco earthquake
visible. On either side of the street are large buildings damaged
during the earthequake. In the backkground in the center of the
image there is dark colored smoke obsuring the buildings burning
in the distance. Hnadwritten under the image reads "Market St.
below Battery St. looking towards Ferry, Apr. 18, '06. 8A.M.".

Good OK Museum

P 2010.009.001jj           
Print, Photographic

Good OK MuseumBlack and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Left Photo: Image of a paved street with street car tracks visible.
On either side of the street are are large buildings. To the left, a
large clock is visible on a pole in the sidewalk behind that building
are dmaged buildings including a large wall fragment. To the left a
sign haging off the side of a building reads "RR PHALE'S". In the
background the San Francisco Call Newspaper building is visible
with a large cloud of dark colored smoke pouring out of the lower
floors. In the foreground there are several people in the street
looking towrd the smoke. Handwritten under the image reads
"Looking S. from Kearny and Post Sts.". 

Right Photo: Image of several collapsed buildings. In the
foreground is a cobble stone paved street with street car tracks
visible. Most of the street is covered in rubble, including brick,
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concrete, and scraps of metal. To the right is the San Francisco
Call newspaper building. Surrounding the Call building on either
side are several buildings with various degrees of damage. There
are no people visible. Handwritten under the image reads
"O'Farrell St. Call Bld'g. in background". 

P 2010.009.001jjj          
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Left Photo: Image of Saint Bridgets Church in the aftermath of the
1906 San Francisco earthquake. The building is still standing but
large pieces of the brick facade, especially along the roofline, are
gone. Piled in fornt of the building are bricks. There are several
people visible walking along the sdewalks in the image as well as a
cariage to the far right. There is also buildings visible on either
side of the church as well as a cross street. Handwritten underneath
the image reads "St. Bridgets Church". 

Right Photo: Image of Trinity Church in the aftermath of the 1906
San Francisco earthquake, looking toward the front corner of the
building from an intersection. Along the side walk infront of the
building are large piles of debris from the damaged facade of the
church. There are several people visible walking along the rubble
covered side walks. Handwritten underneath the image reads
"Trinity Church.". 

Handwritten underneath both images reads "Earthquake
destruction in both views.". 

Good OK Museum

P 2010.009.001jjjj         
Print, Photographic

Good OK MuseumBlack and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Left Photo: Image of a three-story building badly damaged in the
aftermath of the 1906 San Francisco Earthquake. the image is
lookinf toward the corner of an intersection where the building
sits. The foundation of the building has shifted causing the
building to lean to the left. In the forground there is a side walk
and road as well as a pile of household belongings on the side walk
to the left of the building. In addition there are two women visible
standing infront of two columns that were broken in front of an
entrance to the building. Handwritten underneath the image reads
"Result of Earthquake.". 

Right Photo: Image of of a badly burned building in the aftermath
of the 1906 San Francisco earthquake and fire. Visible is a steel
building frame that is burned and twisted from the heat of a fire.
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Behind the steel are partially collpased brick walls and piles of
debris. In the forground a cobblestone paved street with street car
tracks is visible. Handwritten underneath the image reads "Ruins".  

P 2010.009.001k            
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. Image is of a large group of men and women sitting and
walking amongst the rubble in the aftermath of the 1906 San
Francisco earthquake. There are lare piles of bricks and metal
scraps scattered amont the remains of the buildings, most of which
had fallen. In the background there are a few buildings that are
extremely damaged, but still standing. The street is mostly clear of
debry. Handwritten under the image reads "Kearney St. Cor.
California". 

Good OK Museum

P 2010.009.001kk           
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Left Photo: Image is of a narrow dirt path cut into the side of a
sloped hill. On either side of the path are small trees as well as
leaves and brush on the ground. Handwritten under the image
reads "Trial on hillside Hayworde, Cal". [should reads Hayward]. 

Right Photo: Image of a wide dirt path next to a steep hillside with
a wooden fence on the left side of the path. On either side of the
path are large trees as well as leaves and brush on the ground.
There is also a patch of ivy on the right growing up a tree.
Handwritten underneath the image reads "Lover Lane Piedmont
Park Piedmont, Cal.".

Good OK Museum

P 2010.009.001kkk          
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Image of the city of San Francisco looking out over the city from
Powell and California Streets looking toward San Francisco Bay.
Several of the buildings are still damaged as a result of the 1906
San Francisco earthquake. The destruction is still visible in small
lots were buildings have not been rebult or by piles of rubble. In
the distance there are ships visible in the bay. Handwritten
underneath the image reads "View East from S.F. BayFrom
California and Powell Sts. Apr., 1907. 1 Yr. After Fire."

Good OK Museum
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P 2010.009.001kkkk         
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Image of several sofas and cushions covered in linen outside. In
front the sofas is a large wooden table with ornate legs with with a
broom leaning up against it, with some chairs and another piece of
covered furniture to the right. To the left there are metal pales filed
with jars and containers. In the forground there is a wooden crate
that reads "Royal Savon San Francisco". Underneath all the items
is a large light colored rug surrounded by a grass lawn. In the
background there are several trees visible as well as a large home.
Handwritten underneath the image reads "Our Camp, Garfield Park
Cor. Treat Ave. & 26th St. Occupied Apr. 18th. to 22nd. '06.
Rescued and & Brought to Oakland, Apr. 22nd '06. By Masonic
Relief Wagon.". 

Good OK Museum

P 2010.009.001l            
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Left Photo: Image of a paved cobble stone street with street car
tracks visible. On either side of the street there are several wooden
buildings that look like victorian style homes. there are a few men
and woman gathered on the side walk looking toward the San
Francisco Call newspaper building. The building as well as the rest
of the sky is obscured by dark colored smoke. Handwritten under
the image reads "Van Ness Ave. & Ellis St. Looking E. toward
Call Bldg., 1:30P.M.". 

Right Photo: Image of a paved cobble stone street with street car
tracks visible. On either side of the street are large buildings that
appear mostly undamaged. In the background there is a few people
standing on the sidewalk looking toward a large cloud of dark
colored smoke at the end of the street appearing to move foreward.
In the foreground is a solider in full uniform starring toward the
camera. The soldier is holding a large rifle with a bayonet attached.
Handwritten under the image reads "Kearney St. Cor. California.
looking toward Hall of Justice, Apr., 18, '06, 2:30P.M.".

Good OK Museum
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P 2010.009.001ll           
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Left Photo: Image looking toward the corner of San Francisco City
Hall in the aftermath of the 1906 San Frnacisco earthquake and
fire. In the foreground is various piles of rubble and the burnt
remians of several buildings. To the right, the tower of the main
entrance of city hall is visible and is badly damaged. 

Right Photo: Image San Francisco in the aftermath of the 1906 San
Francisco earthquake and fire. The tower over the main entrance is
visible to the left as well as a wider, shoter dome to the right side
of the main entrance. On the sidewalk in front of the building there
are a few people visible as well as a cluster of unharmed trees to
the right. In the foreground to the left are large gage railroad
tracks. 

Handwrtitten underneath both images reads "views of city hall
after the fire". 

Good OK Museum

P 2010.009.001lll          
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Left Photo: Image of the city of San Francisco looking toward the
San Francisco Bay from California and Powell Streets in the
aftermath of the 1906 San Francisco earthquake. Visible in the
image are several burnt and collapsed buildings with large piles of
rubble and debris. In the distance the hills across the bay are
visible. Handwritten underneath the image reads "View East to
S.F. Bay from California and Powell Sts. Apr. 18th. '06.". 

Right Photo: Image of the destruction around Van Ness Avenue
and around San Francisco city hall in the aftermath of the 1906
earthquake. In the forground are large sections of twisted and
melted steel and piles of bricks as well as partially collapsed walls.
In the background to the right side the metal skeleton for the city
hall dome is visible above the rest of the ruins.

Good OK Museum
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P 2010.009.001llll         
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Left Photo: Image of the united States Post Office in San Francisco
surrounded by debris in the aftermath of the 1906 San Francisco
earthquake and fire. In the forground are the remains of a collpased
buildings, including bricks, concrete, and twisted metal scraps. In
front of the post office there are two street cars visible. The post
office was at the corner of 7th Street and Mission. 
Handwritten underneath the image reads "Ruins surrounding Post
Office.". 

Right Photo: Image of two small children seated on a cobble stone
paved street with blankets looking center. On either side of the
street are several buildings lining the street with slight damage.
Some have a few bricks on the side walks infront of them from
damaged facades. In the distance there are several people visible
walking on the paved sides walks on ether side of the street.
Handwritten underneath the images reads "Apr. 18th. '06 at 5:30
A.M. Children of Horace Ford, Att'y. Howard St. NR. 13th.". 

Good OK Museum

P 2010.009.001m            
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. Image of waves crashing into large rocks along a beach.
Probably looking out into the Pacific Ocean or the San Francisco
Bay. In the distance a light house and several hillsides across the
bay are visible. 

Good OK Museum

P 2010.009.001mm           
Print, Photographic

Good OK MuseumBlack and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Left Photo: Image of a hillside and valley, seen from a distance.
the hills sides are dotted with trees as well as several buildings.
There is also what appears to be an unpaved road cutting across the
middle of the hills to the left. Handwritten underneath the image
reads "Marina County". 

Right Photo: Image of several buildings looking up a hillside of
several large wooden homes. In the background more homes and
hills are visible. In the foreground there are two intersecting
unpaved roads. Handwritten underneath the image reads "Typical
Cottage".
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Handwritten to the right of the forst image and above the second
image reads Mill Valley, Cal. April 1906". 

P 2010.009.001mmm          
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Image of a a naval ship anchored to a small docking post in a
harbor. The boat is a light color with a dark colored ornate design
on the bow of the ship. There are two large somk stacks visible
toward the middle of the ship. Smaller row boats are hanging off
the sides of the ship. In addition there are also several saliors
visible on the deck of the ship in dark colored uniforms. In addtion
there is a also an American flag visible hanging loosely off a pole
at the front of the ship. In the background there are numerous
smaller boats visible as well as the docks along the harbor.
Handwritten underneath the image reads "Battle ship San Pedro,
Cal.". 

Please note there is another image 2010.009.001uuu that appears to
be the exact same image. There is a handwritten note that states
that the vessel is off Mare Island in Vallejo, not San Pedro. Please
see that image. 

Good OK Museum

P 2010.009.001mmmm         
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Left Photo: Image looking down a paved street with a long row of
homes visible to the right side.  There are several people visible
walking along the sidewalk. In the forground there is a large crack
in the ground and  a clear seperation between the paved sidewalk
and the curb. Handwritten underneath the image reads Shotwell St.
Curb Lowered and twisted.". 

Right Photo: Image of Of a large paved street with rows of
buildings visible on either side. In the center of the street is a large
crack running downward, pushing up the cobblestone pavement.
there are several people visible in the street looking at the crack as
well as a horse drawn carriage. In the forgrund to the left there is a
woman visible on the sidewalk, dressed in dark colors standing
next to a large collection of household furniture gathered on the
paved sidewalk outside of a home. Handwritten underneath the
image reads "Fault in St". 

Good OK Museum
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P 2010.009.001n            
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

The left and right images are before and after shots of the same
scene:

Left Photo: Image looking down toward San Francisco City Hall
after the 1906 earthquake. The City Hall is extremely damaged. In
the foreground are several wooden buildings on either side of an
unpaved street with street car tracks visible. There are blurry
images of several people moving up and down the street.
Handwritten underneath the image reads "City Hall Tower. Apr.
18, '06, 6A.M.  Before the fire". 

Right Photo: Image looking toward San Francisco City Hall. the
wooden building from the lefthand image are gone. There is a
street car visible as well as large piles of bricks and scrap metal
where the buildings once stood. Handwritten underneath the image
reads "After the Fire". 
 
Handwritten under both images reads "Views Taken from 8th &
Mission Sts.". 

Good OK Museum

P 2010.009.001nn           
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Left Photo: Image of San Francisco City Hall in the aftermath of
the 1906 earthquake and fire. To the right is a view of the damaged
building as well as large piles of rubble scattered around the ruins.
In the foreground, part of the paved cobble stone street is visible
with street car tracks also visible. Handwritten underneath the
image reads "Left wing of City Hall, From Larkin St.". 

Right Photo: Image of the ruins of a large building. Two of four
walls are still partially standing as well as a brick spire. In the
foreground a cobble stone paved street is visible as well as two
people standing before the ruins. In the background several other
damaged and collapsed buildings are visible. Handwritten
underneath the image reads "Ruins of Union St. Cable Line Power
House.".

Good OK Museum
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P 2010.009.001nnn          
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Left Photo: Image of a collapsed wooden building next to a row of
buildings dmaged but still standing to the right. In the center of the
image there is an unpaved street with a man in a uniform in the
center. To the left there are two men wearing police uniforms
standing under the side walk cove looking across the street. In the
forground there is a wooden chair partially visible. Handwritten
underneath the image reads "Valencia Hotel, Collapsed. 'One of
the finest' about to take a 'nip'". 

Right Photo: Image of a partially destroyed building looking across
the strret toward the front of the structure across a paved cobble
stone street. In the forground there is a building with a sign that
reads "H. ATZEROTH" and "Old Goods". Between the two
buildings is a collapsed power pole and a small group of people
just behind it looking toward the partially collapsed building. In
front of the buildings are large piles of debris.

Good OK Museum

P 2010.009.001nnnn         
Print, Photographic

Good OK MuseumBlack and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Left Photo: Left of two men and two women seated on wooden
chairs and standing in front of a small wooden shack  with
household items. The women are dressed in full legth dresses. The
man to the left appears to be holding an axe over his shoulder.
Both men are wearing hats, long-sleeve button up shirts and neck
ties. the older man is seated on a bench with a cushion. All four
individuals are posing for there picture. To the right the outside
wall of the shack is visible as well as several metal pales and jars.
To the far left a dark colored dog is turned away from the camera.
In the far background there are several buildings visible on a hill to
the left. 

Right Photo: Image of two women and four men. Both women are
wearing full length dresses. then men are dressed in button up
shirts, except for the man seated in the front, who appears to be
wearing a sailor's uniform. the group is posing infront of a large,
triangular tent. Infront of the tent is a wooden table with a guitar
displayed on top. To the right there are various item drying on a
clothes line. To the left and right in the bacground more tents are
visible. 

Handwritten underneath both images reads "Refugees at Fort
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Mason.".

P 2010.009.001o            
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. Image of a large crowd gathered in the middle of paved
cobble stone street with street car tracks visible. On either side of
the street are large buildings obscured by dark colored smoke.
Handwritten under the image reads "Market and Battery Sts.". 

Good OK Museum

P 2010.009.001oo           
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Left Photo: Image of a large six-story building with large
windows. In the foreground a well kept lawn as well as a walkway
are visible. In the background there are several trees as well as row
of small flags strug across part odf the lawn to the left.
Handwritten under the image reads "Hotel Green". 

Right Photo "Image of the same six-story building. In the
foreground a well kept lawn with a sprinkler shooting water as
well as a curing pathway are visible. In the background there are
several trees visible as well as a enclosed bridge that connects the
six-story building to a smaller four-story building. Handwritten
above the image reads "Pasadena California Dec. 1906".  

Good OK Museum

P 2010.009.001ooo          
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Left Photo: A large United States Naval ship floating in the San
Francisco Bay. The ship has two large smoke stacks and three
visible gun turetts. On the front of the ship is a large American
Flag. The ship is light colored. Handwritten underneath the image
reads WSN. Oregon San Francisco Bay April 1906". 

Right Photo: Image looking down the deck of a naval ship. To the
right and in the back center, there are two saliors visible in dark
colored uniforms. In the background of the image there are two
large guns visible mounted to a turett. Another gun is visible to the
left in the background. Above the guns the ships main bridge is
visible, at least three stories tall. The deck is covered in wood. In
front of the guns large chains are visible. Handwritten underneath
the image reads "13 inch guns of the Oregon".

Good OK Museum
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P 2010.009.001oooo         
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Left Photo: Image of a large group of people camped out on a
lawn, To the left there are several people lying on blankets in the
grass, including a young child. They have with them two open
umbrellas for shade. In the background there are several more
people setting up camps. To the left there are also two dark colored
horses standing next to a row of trees that frames the lawn. The
roof of a building is visible to the far right.

Right Photo: Image of of several people gathered on a lawn with
numerous household possesions including, bead frames, chairs,
tables, pillows, blankets, matteresses, and trunks. Surrounding the
lawn are numerous trees. In the background to the right there are
several homes visible. In the foreground to the left there is a
woman with her back to the camera standing next to a large trunk. 

Handwritten underneath both images reads "Refugees at Garfield
Park.". 

Good OK Museum

P 2010.009.001p            
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Left Photo: Image of a large crowd gathered on a cobbel stone
street. On either side of the street there are several large buildings,
many appearing undamaged by the 1906 earthquake. In the
background in the center of the image is a large cloud of dark
smoke from a fire. Handwritten under the image reads "N. on
Battery From Market St.". 

Right Photo: Image of row of large buildings damaged by the 1906
earthquake. In the center St. Dominic's Church is visible with the
metal structure of the bell towers exposed. The dome top f the first
is still attached, but the center section of the large tower is not
visible. The second towers metal structure is compeletly exposed
with the cross still affixed tot the top. Handwritten under the image
reads "Result of Earthquake". 

Good OK Museum
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P 2010.009.001pp           
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Left Photo: Image of a swath of rubble in the aftermath of the 1906
San Francisco earthquake and fire. In the foreground there are
large piles od bricks and twisted metal scraps. In the background
there are some partially standing buildings visible as well as
charred telephone poles. 

Right Photo: Image of several partially destroyed buildings as well
as a view of San Francisco City Hall in the background to the
right. In the foreground are large piles of rubble with twsted rebarb
and brick work scattered across the ground. In addtion some
partially standing walls as well as the metal skeleton of a building
to the left is visible.

Handwritten underneath both images reads "Ruins. Looking South
From Van Ness Ave.". 

Good OK Museum

P 2010.009.001ppp          
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Left Photo: Looking toward the ruins of San Francisco in the
aftermath of the 1906 earthquake. In the center-left of the image
the San Francisco Call newspaper building is visible. The tallest
building frame visible is the Whittell building. In the forground
there are several collapsed buildings and piles of brick and metal
debris. Handwritten underneath the image reads "View from S.E.
Pine & Powell Sts.". 

Right Photo: Image of a paved cobblestone street with street car
tracks visible lookign toward an intersection. The street is littered
with debris. In addition there are also several people walking in the
street. In the background there are several burned buildings and
trees as well as collapsed structures. To the right the large dome of
San Francisco City Hall is visible. Handwritten underneath the
image reads "View S.W. from Pine and Powell Sts. City Hall tower
in the distance.

Good OK Museum
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P 2010.009.001pppp         
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Left Photo: Image of a a dirt road lined on either side by rows of
tents. There are several people visible waliking up and down the
unpaved road. In the forgtound to the right there is a wooden sign
that reads "Rubbish". In the distance toward the center of the
image there is smoke visible over the camp.

Right Photo: Image looking toward a large grouping of tents in the
distance with several people visible walking around the camp. To
the left there is a large wooden frame structure as well as a
long-low building. to the right there is a three-story building
visible. In the far distance there are several hills visible. 

Handwritten underneath both images reads "Refugee camps at Fort
Mason".

Good OK Museum

P 2010.009.001q            
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. Image is of a paved street with street car tracks visible. The
road is covered in debry from the 1906 San Francisco eathquake.
On wither side of the street are large buildings that have been
damged, with section of those on the right that have collapsed. In
the background in the center there is a large cloud of dark colored
smoke that is obsucring the rest of the block as well as the entire
sky. Handwritten under the image reads "Battery & Market Sts.". 

Good OK Museum

P 2010.009.001qq           
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Left Photo: Image of a wide river with large hills on either side.
The hills and the shoreline to the left are covered with brush and
trees. In addtion there is another hill in the background. To the
right there are two small row boats visible with a few people
holding paddles. Handwritten underneath the image reads "Scenes
of Russian River California". 

Right Photo: Image of a slow moving river looking toward the
shoreline covered in trees. In the background there are several tree
and brush covered hills visible. In the foreground, in the center of
the stream, there is an object (possible a wood beam) floating in
the water. 

Good OK Museum
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P 2010.009.001qqq          
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Image of a large, light colored United States Navy ship in San
Francisco Bay. The ship has several gun ports wit guns visible
along the sid eof the ship. In addtion there are two large smoke
stacks as visible in the center of the ship as well as a flag blowing
at the read of the ship. there are also smaller row boat visible
hanging from the upper side of the ship. In the distance there are
hills visible behind the ship. Handwritten underneath the ioamge
reads "Battleship Chicago  San Francisco Bay, Cal.". 

Good OK Museum

P 2010.009.001qqqq         
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Left Photo: Image of a wide unpaved path way lined on either side
with large tents. In the forground there are several signs that read
"No Throughfare for Horses or Vehicles", "Camp 7" and a large
garbage can marked "Garbage". In addition there is also a bulletin
board at the entrance to the walkway. There are also several people
visible walking up and down the pathway. 
Right Photo: Image of several men gathered over a masonary
outdoor grill. There is a large pole or pipe next to it. there is also
smoke coming of in front of the men. to the right there are several
tools, including shovels visible. In the background there are
several tents visible as well as several trees. 

Handwritten underneath both images reads "Reugee Camps at
Golden Gate Park.".

Good OK Museum

P 2010.009.001r            
Print, Photographic

Good OK MuseumBlack and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Left Photo: Image of a paved cobble stone street with street car
tracks and overhead cables visible. On either side of the street are
large commercial buildings. To the left there is an early automobile
and to the rigth there is a small one horse cariage. On the side
walks a few people are visible. In the distance there is a large
cloud of dak colored smaoke visible as well as a partial view of
San Francisco City Hall. Handwritten under the image reads
"Kearny St. Showing Hall of Justice in Flames. Apr. 18, '06,
2:30P.M.". 

Right Photo: Image of an unpaved street  with several people and
small wagons moving through the street. To the left a building is
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collapsed into a large pile of wood. There are other wooden
structures on ither side of the street that are standing, but damaged.
In the far distance is a large cloud of dark colored smoke that is
partially obscuring San Francisco City Hall. the smoke apears to
have several origins. Handwritten under the image reads "Smoke
as seen fro Grove St., Looking toward City Hall Note-collapsed
house on left, result of earthquake". 

P 2010.009.001rr           
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Left Photo: Image of San Francsico City Hall in the after math of
the 1906 earthquake and fire. The building is badly damaged. there
are several columns damaged but standing as well as part of the
main tower over the main tower over the main entrance to the
building. In the foreground are narrow gauge railroad tracks laid
temporary on top of the cobble stone paved street. Handwritten on
the back of the image reads "City Hall". 

Right Photo: Image of a badly damaged church building. Several
of the walls are collapsed as well as the roof. The archway over the
main entrance is still standing, but damaged. In the foreground are
large piles of rubble containing brick and scrap metal. Handwritten
underneath the image reads "First Congregational Church.". 

Good OK Museum

P 2010.009.001rrr          
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Right Photo: Image of a paved cobblestone street with two sets of
street car tracks visible. On either side of the street there are
several wooden buildings including one partially collapsed home.
To the left there are two carriages visible as well as several horses
and people out on the street. To the left in the background there
appears to be a church building. Handwritten underneath the image
reads "Before the Fire Note houses wrecked by earthquake.". 

Right Photo: Image of rubble in the aftermath of the 1906. In the
forground there are bricks and twisted pieces of metal. In the
background is a row of damaged wooden buildings. the homes are
leaning to the side orare missing facade pieces. Handwritten
underneath the images reads "After the Fire Part of the same
scene." The same scene would be the left image described above.

Good OK Museum
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P 2010.009.001rrrr         
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Left Photo: Image of a long rows of circular, light colored tents
next to a slope. the tents are secured to the ground with ropes and
stakes. Surrounding the tents to the right and background are
several trees. To the left a large building is visible next to the tents. 

Right Photo: Image of two rows of tents between a row of wooden
shacks in the forground and long wooden row houses in the
background. There are several people visible standing arounfd the
small wooden shacks. In the background there are several trees
framng the campsite. In the forground is a grass lawn. 

Handwritten underneath both images reads "Refugee Camps at
Golden Gate Park.".

Good OK Museum

P 2010.009.001s            
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. Faded image of a narrow street with some people visible
walking in the street. On either side of the street several buildings
are visible. All around is a cloud of dark colored smoke obscuring
everything in the image. Toward the center of the image there are
large flames that are visible. Handwritten under the image reads
"Battery St.". 

Good OK Museum

P 2010.009.001ss           
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Left Photo: Image of a square, light colored tent, with a slated roof.
In the background are Several large trees as well as some brush
cleared out of the way. There also appears to be a wooden frame
underneath the bottom of the tent keeping it off the ground.
Handwritten underneath the image reads "My Tent Camp". 

Right Photo: Image of a shallow slow moving stream with sand
and brush on either bank. In the background are several hills
covered in trees and brush. Handwritten underneath the image
reads "Scene from tent of Russian River". 

Handwritten to the right odf the forst image and above the second
image reads "Sonoma, Ca, Cal.". 

Good OK Museum
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P 2010.009.001sss          
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Image of three light colored naval ships in the distance surrounded 
by open water with no hills or shoreline visible. The ship in the
center has two bridges and two smoke stacks visible toward the
center. The ship to the left is similar but further int he distance. the
ship to the far right appears smaller than the others with only one
smoke stack visible. There is also one more ship in the far distance
to the left. Handwritten underneath the image reads
"Battleships-Chicago, Wisconsin, Alert-training ship.".

Good OK Museum

P 2010.009.001ssss         
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Left Photo: Image of large crowds of people gathered on an
unpaved road surrounded by trees in the aftermath of the 1906 San
Francisco earthquake and fire. In the background there are several
trees visible. Handwritten underneath the image reads "People
looking for Friends & Relatives, in Golden Gate Park after the fire
Apr., 21th. '06.". 

Right Photo: Image of a large group of men and young boys
posing in two rows for a group portrait. all of the men are holding
bread in their hands. In the far background there are buildings
visible. Handwritten underneath the image reads "after the line up
for rations, consisting of Army Bread & a piece of sausage.".

Good OK Museum

P 2010.009.001t            
Print, Photographic

Good OK MuseumBlack and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Left Photo: Of a narrow unpaved street with wooden residential
buildings lining both sides of the street. Along the side walks there
are large groups of people pulling large items outside of the
homes. In the foreground to the right a man is moving a small table
that is possibly holding a sewing machine. In the background is a
large cloud of dark colored smoke beyond the end of the street.
Handwritten underneath the image reads "19th. St.". 

Right Photo: Image of a large cobble stone paved street with
several carriages and horses. Several people are also visible on the
side walk to the right. In addtion there are sveral large commerical
buildings with large sings that include "Wilson Whiskey", and
"Dolan Home Builders". In the background is a large cloud of dark
colored smoke that is obscuring most of the sky. Handwritten
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underneath the image reads "Mission and 14th St.".

P 2010.009.001tt           
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Left Photo: Image of the Fairmont Hotel damaged after the 1906
San Francisco earthquake. In the forground there are several
collapsed and partially collapsed buildings. In the center of the
image is a paved street looking up hill. There are several people
visible in the street looking at the damage. Handwritten underneath
the image reads "Looking towards Fairmont Hotell From Post and
Powell Sts.". 

Right Photo: Image looking uphill toward the Fairmont Hotel. In
the forground there are several damaged and destroyed in
buildlings photographed in the aftermath of the 1906 San
Francisco earthquake. There are several collapsed brick walls as
well as large pieces of scrap metal. In the background there are two
unpaved roads visible with several people visible walking down
around the ruins. In addtion there are several charred telephone and
power poles and fire damge visible to all the buildings.
Handwritten underneath the bottom of the image reads "Looking
Towards Fairmont Hotel From Broadway". 

Good OK Museum

P 2010.009.001ttt          
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Left Photo: Image of of several destroyed buildings in the
aftermath of the 1906 San Francisco earthquake. In the center of
the image is a wooden shack with two signs that read "Telegraphs"
and "Special Cables". In the street there are large groups of people
walking as well as several horse drawn carriages as well several
telegraph poles. to the left there is a a person taking a photograph
with a large camera at the corner of the intersection. Handwritten
underneath the image reads "Market St. near Montgomery.
Telegraph booth in Street.". 

Right Photo: Image of badly damaged intersection with several
buildings collapsed and rubble and debris all over the street and
sidewalk. There are several people visible in the streets as well as a
few horse drawn carriages in the center of the image. In the
forground to the left a man holding a coat looks towards the
collapsed buildings. Handwritten underneath the image reads
"Ruins of 'Emporium' S.F. Largest Department Store". 

Good OK Museum
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P 2010.009.001tttt         
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Left Photo: Image of a large cluster of circular tents in golden Gate
Park in the aftermath of the 1906 San Francisco earthquake and
fire. Some of the tent entrances are visible. In the far background
there are long rowhouses visible. In the far distance there are hills
visible as well as more buildings. A man is visible walikg to the
left, past a tent. 

Right Photo: Image of an encampment in Golden Gate Park in the
aftermath of the 1906 San Francisco earthquake and fire. Visible
are several tents, looking down through several different  types of
plants. Surrounding the tent encampment are large groups of trees.

Handwritten underneath both images reads "Refugee Camp at
golden Gate Park.". 

Good OK Museum

P 2010.009.001u            
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. Image of waves crashing into large rocks along a beach.
Probably looking out into the Pacific Ocean or the San Francisco
Bay. In the distance a light house and several hillsides across the
bay are visible. 

(Image is similar to image 2010.009.001m). 

Good OK Museum

P 2010.009.001uu           
Print, Photographic

Good OK MuseumBlack and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Right Photo: Image of twolareg concrete buildings on the Stanford
University Campus. The structures are large concrete buildings. In
front of the buildings is a mixture of grass lawns and concrete
walkways. In the forground is a large, decorative concrete wall.
Handwritten under the image reads "Chemistry and Museum
Bldgs.". 

Left Photo: image o a large stone church building with a large
steeple tower and decorative and a lower front section. Both visible
parts of the bulding are decorated with crosses. In the forground is
a row of tree to the the left as well as a large lawn and a concrete
walkway. Handwritten underneath the image reads "Memorial
Chapel". 
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Handwritten to the right of the first image and above the second
image reads "Stanford University Palo Alto, Cal.".

P 2010.009.001uuu          
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Image of a large naval ship anchored to a small dock point inside
of a harbor. The ship is light colored with an ornate, dark colored
design on the bow of the vessel. In addtion there are two dark
colored smoke stacks towards the center of the ship as well as
smaller rowboats hanging off the side of the ship. In addition, there
are also men dressed in darkcolored sailor uniforms visible on the
deck of the ship. In the background, there are other ships visible as
well as docks and habors and a large dock crane. Handwritten
underneath the images reads "Battleship Boston anchored off Mare
Island Naval Yard Vallijo, Cal.". Vallijo is most likely Vallejo.

Note that this image appears to be the same as image
2010.009.001mmm, which has a note claiming the ship is anchored
off of San Pedro, California. Please see that image. 

Good OK Museum

P 2010.009.001uuuu         
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Image of a campsite being broken down in Golden Gate Park.
Visible are the round foundations that tents were placed upon, long
rowhouses being dismantled, as well as lareg piles of lumber from
buildings that have already been torn down. In the background
there are several trees visible. Handwritten underneath the image
reads "Removing Refugee Camps From Golden Gate Park.".

Good OK Museum

P 2010.009.001v            
Print, Photographic

Good OK MuseumBlack and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Left Photo: Image of an unpave street except for brick placed
alongside street car tracks. To the is a long block of wooden
residential building with street car cables visible hanging
overhead. In front of the buildings are large piles of misc. scrap
such as wood in various shapes and sizes. There are no people
visible. To the left a long row of telephone poles are visible. In the
background there is a large cloud of dark colored smoke obscuring
most of the sky. Handwritten under the image reads "Mission and
16th Sts., View taken from Guerro St.". 

Right Photo: Image of a single man walking on a cobble stone
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paved street with street car tracks visible. There are multiple cables
visible overhead. In the background is a large cloud of drak
colored smoke obscuring the sky as well as the remains of burned
and collapsed buildingds with several brick furnace stacks still
standing. Handwritten underneath the image reads "Ruins".

P 2010.009.001vv           
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Left Photo: Image looking downhill toward Fort Mason in San
Francisco. There area few large buildings visible in bothe the far
left and far right of the image. there is also a water tower visible in
the background. In the center of the image there are several small
refugee tents and small wooden buildings spread out. Handwritten
underneath the image reads "Refugees and Fort Mason &
adjoining territory.". 

Right Photo: Image of several blocks of buildings in the aftermath
of the 1906 San Francisco earthquake. Several of the buildings
show damage. In the forground are several burned lots were
buildings previously stood. In the far background the San Francico
Bay is visible with the Golden Gate and the north bay visible.
Handwritten underneath the image reads Mt. Tamalpias & Golden
Gate in the background.". 

Good OK Museum

P 2010.009.001vvv          
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Left Photo: Image of a cobblestone paved intersection with a large
two-story building on the corner. To the left is a carriage. To the
right there are several people standing looking toward a large crack
in the ground that pushed several rows of cobble stones upward.
Handwritten underneath the image reads "Cor. Howard & 14th Sts.
Earthquake Effecton Pavement.". 

Right Photo: Image of a small paved street with victorian style
homes on either side of the block. The solid concrete street and
sidewalk are extremely damaged, the result of the 1906 San
Francisco Earthquake. To the left there are several people visible
walking down the damaged sidewalk and down the middle of the
street as well as a one horse drawn carriage visible. On both sides
of the street there are large piles of household goods infront on the
stair case entrances to many of the homes. There is also a gas lamp
visible in the forground of the image. Handwritten underneath the
image reads "Earthquake Effect on Pavement".

Good OK Museum
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P 2010.009.001vvvv         
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Left Photo: Image of four men and two girls posing outside with
several household items including, a large desk, covered sofas, a
table (the young girl is standing on top of the table), a broom, rug,
crate, metal pales, jars, etc. In the background are several trees as
well as a few buildingds visible. Image taken in the aftermath of
the 1906 San Francisco earthquake and fire. 

Right Photo: Image is the same as the previous, except the poses
are slightly different. See previous (Left Photo). 

Handwritten underneath both images reads "Refugees at Garfield
Park.".

Good OK Museum

P 2010.009.001w            
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Left Photo: Image of five men seated on a large bench made out of
large piece of a redwood log. 
The men are seated side by side wearing button up shirts and
various neck ties. Three of the men also have jackets and one is
wearing a golf style hat. Handwritten underneath the image reads
"Bohemian Grove Seat cut out of trunk of redwood". The
Bohemian Grove is private club located in Monte Rio, Sonoma
County California.

Right Photo: Image of four men seated on a large bench made out
of a large piece of a redwood log. The men are seated side by side
wearing button up shirts, various neck ties, jackets, and each man a
a type of hat resting on his lap. Handwritten underneath the image
reads "Bohemian Grove-June 1906". The Bohemian Grove is a
private club located in Monte Rio, Sonoma, California. 

Good OK Museum

P 2010.009.001ww           
Print, Photographic

Good OK MuseumBlack and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Left Photo: Image of a large decorative buildings. The building is
three stories with several towers and ornate towers. In front of the
building is an early automobile. In the forground is a wide,
unpaved intersection with a landscaped sidewalk. There is one
person visible on the corner of the street. Handwritten underneath
the imagereads "Hotel Hollywood Hollywood, Cal.". 
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Right Photo: Image of a large beach with several people visible
walking on the sand. Along the shore to the right there is a large
light colored building with a decorative design. In the background
there are other smaller buildings visible as well as several trees.
Handwritten under the image reads "Long Beach, Cal.". 

P 2010.009.001www          
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Left Photo: Image of two large naval ships out in the distance with
a large hill visible in the far distance. the ship in the forground has
two smoke stacks. Both ships appear to be a light colore. They also
appear to moving in the opposite direction of each other.
Handwritten underneath the image reads "Battleships and Goat
Island with its Naval training station San Francisco Bay". 

Right Photo: Image of the open ocean with the trail of sea foam
left behind a boat visible. Also visible are several birds flying
behind the boat as well as floating in the water. Handwritten
underneath the image reads "Aboard Steamer Dec. 1905". 

Good OK Museum

P 2010.009.001wwww         
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Image of a man riding in a carriage wearing a military style cap
with a younger man and women seated across from him. A sign on
a building next to the carriage reads "Mission St. Pier No. 2. " In
the background there are several people, a horse and several
wooden buildings visible. 
Handwritten underneath the image reads "Capt. Roald Amundsen-
on left of rear seat San Francisco, Cal. Oct. 20, 1906.".

Good OK Museum

P 2010.009.001x            
Print, Photographic

Good OK MuseumBlack and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Left Photo: Image of an unpaved street with a large crowd
gathered behind a fire hose spraying water toward a large dark
colored cloud of smoke. On either side of the street there are
several wooden buildings. To the left in the foreground there is a
women standing in front of a cart loaded with large household
items. Handwritten under the image reads "Stream Playing on
Flames. Showing Efforts of Fire Department of no Effect." 

Right Photo: Image of an unpaved street with the exception of
brick work on either side of street car tracks, with street car cables
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visible overhead. On either side of the street, wooden buildings are
visible. To the left in the foreground there are several people
visible next to a cart loaded with household items. In addtion there
are large items infront of several of the buildings on the left hand
side. In the background there is a person visible in the center of the
street as well as a large, dark colored cloud of smoke obscuring a
large portion of the sky. Handwritten underneath the image reads
"Flames Crossing 16th & Mission Sts.". 

P 2010.009.001xx           
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Left Photo: Image of paved, cobblestone street in San Francisco in
the aftermath of the 1906 San Francisco earthquake. The street is
damaged with the steel street car rails bending out of the track bed.
To the left there are a few people visible as well as in the center of
the street in the distance. In the forground there are several burt
lots as well as the rubble from collapsed building. In the
background there are several damaged buildings visible. 
Handwritten underneath the buildings reads "Note Effet of Heat on
Steel Rails". Effet is most likely Effect. 

Right Photo: Image of of destruction looking toward North Beach
in San Francisco in the aftermath of the 1906 earthquake. The
buildings have mostly collapsed, with large piles of rubble
throughout the image. The streets are still visible dividing up the
area where the buildings once stood. In the far background there
are two large boats visible in the San Francsco Bay. In the
forground a burned tree is visible. Handwritten underneath the
image reads "North Beach, Union to S.F. Bay. Destruction Nearly
Complete.".

Good OK Museum

P 2010.009.001xxx          
Print, Photographic

Good OK MuseumBlack and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Left Photo: Image of a row of wooden homes in San Francisco in
the aftermath of the 1906 earthquake. In the center of the image
there is a light colored home that has a twisted base and is badly
damaged. In the forground there is an unpaved street visible with
street car tracks. In addition there is also a horse drawn carriage
visible as well as two peopl walking along the sidewalk infront of
the damaged homes. 

Right Photo: Image of a cobblestone paved street with street car
tracks visible. On either side of the street are rows of damaged
wooden buildings. There are some piles of debris in the street as
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well as a few people visible walking along the sidewalk as well as
a man seated in a chiar on the sidewalk to the right. Along the
sidewalk to the right there are also several small wooden shacks
with stove pipes coming out of the small roofs. In addition there is
also a large tree visible in the center of the neighborhood.
Handwritten underneath the image reads "Stoves in the St. & at the
curb.". 

P 2010.009.001xxxx         
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Left Photo: Image of several men in unifrom moving toward and
away from a large tent to the left. There are also some men not in
uniform around the front of the tent. In the background there are
several buildings visible to the right forground and the hills toward
the left in the background. Handwritten underneath the image
reads "Fort Mason- Commisary Dep'ts Tents." 

Right Photo: Image of three men and three women posing for a
portrait in front of a light colored tent. The two women standing
are holding small dogs. The woman seated on the ground in front
of the group on a matress is holding a parrot on her finger. In the
background there is a wooden building visible tot he left and a
small fence to the right. Handwritten underneath the image reads
"Refugees".  

Good OK Museum

P 2010.009.001y            
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Left Photo: Image of a large mountian with rolling hills in the
foreground. In the distance befroe the mountian, there are several
trees visible as well as tall grass coving most of the hills. to the
right there is a trail visible. Handwritten under the image reads
"Mt. Tamalpias April 1905 Marine Co. Cal.". 

Right Photo: Image of mountian ridge with a trail running visible
down the ridge spine. In the center of the image are two large
metal towers. there is thick vegatation covering the sides of the
mountain range. Handwritten underneath the image reads "Pacific
Boast Wireless Telegraph Station Mt Tamalpais, Cal.".

Good OK Museum
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P 2010.009.001yy           
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Left Photo: Image of several small wooden cottages, both one and
two story,  along a side walk with small palm trees scattered along
the path. Walking down the path are several men and women
dressed in various outfits. In the background a large wooden
building is visible. In the forground is a strip of sand running alond
the walk way. Handwritten underneath the image reads "Newport,
Cal.". 

Right Photo: Image of a sandy beach with the tide coming to shore,
looking down the length of the beach. There are four wooden
buildingds visible at various distances from the beach front.
Handwritten underneath the image reads "Alametas Beach, Cal.". 

Good OK Museum

P 2010.009.001yyy          
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Left Photo: Image of the Ferry Building in San Francisco, prior to
the 1906 San Francisco earthquake with the main tower visible. In
front of the large building there are several street cars visible as
well as horse drawn carriages. In addtion there are several people
visible moving around the front of the building. In the foreground
is a large, cobblestone paved street with several sets of street car
tracks visible. Handwritten underneath the image reads "Ferry
Station at foot of Market St. San Francisco, Cal.". 

Right Photo: Image of of a large, ornate concrete stage with a
decorative half-dome and steps leading up to the stage. There is a
large paved pathway leading up to the stage with trees visible on
each side. On the stage there are several musicians visible as well
as some onlookers gathered around the stage. Handwritten
underneath the image reads "Band Stand Golden Gate Park". 

On the print out of these photos Diane Curry (Curator and
Archivist) has noted that both images are Cyanotypes. 

Good OK Museum
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P 2010.009.001yyyy         
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Image of a paved street with visible street car tracks with large
buildings on either side of the street. there are several people
visible in the street as well as a lone horse visible in the forgound
on the right. In the background there is a large cloud of dark smoke
completely obscuring the sky. In addition there are small pieces of
debris visible along the sidewalks. The image was taken in the
aftermath of the 1906 San Francisco earthquake, while the fire was
taking place. Handwritten underneath the image reads "Fire".

Good OK Museum

P 2010.009.001z            
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Left Photo: Image of a cobble stone paved street with large
buildigns on either side of the street, looking downhill. To the left
there is a horse drawn cart moving up hill. to the right there is a
large crowd of people moving up and down the sidewalk. In the
background there are several people standing in the middle of the
street. In the background is a large cloud of dark colored smoke
obscuring most of the sky. Handwritten underneath the image
reads "Looking down California St. From Mason. Apr. 18,
'06-3:30P.M.". 

Right Photo: Image of a narrow, tree lined street with large
buildings, including churches, on either side. In the foreground
there are several men and women visible in the middle of the street
and to the right of the image looking down the street. In the
distance there is a large cloud of smoke visible coming from a
block to the right. Handwritten underneath the image reads
"Looking down Mason from California St.".

Good OK Museum

P 2010.009.001zz           
Print, Photographic

Good OK MuseumBlack and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Left Photo: Left photo is missing. Glued, torn corners visible on
the black paper wher ethe image was affixed. Handwritten
underneath where the image was is "Dupont St. Showing the
Destruction of China Town". 

Right Photo: Image of is a close up of twisted steel beams lying in
the rubble of a collapsed building in the aftermath of the 1906 San
Francisco earthquake. In the background there is a brick wall of a
building that is still partially standing. Handwritten underneath the
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image reads "Ruins.". 

P 2010.009.001zzz          
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Left Photo: Image of a large mansion home on the corner of a
large, cobble stone pave street. the home appears to be two-stories
high with ornate and decorative features, with a large stair case
leading up to the main entrance visible to the left of the image. In
the forground there are several people walkinf in front of the home
along a paved sidewalk as well as a horse drawn carriage near the
corner of the intersection. Handwritten underneath the image reads
"Flood Residence". 

Right Photo: Image of a large residence surrounded by several
destroyed buildings  at the corner of the corner of an intersection.
The home is three stories tall. along the side walk are large groups
of people. In the forground there isa fire hydrant and a burnt power
pole. the building next to the home is collpased with large piles of
debris along the interior and sde of the property. Handwritten
underneath the image reads "Sprecklers Residence, Van Ness Ave.
Fire Dep't was offered one million dollars to save it.".  

Good OK Museum

P 2010.009.001zzzz         
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Left Photo: Image of a large, three-story residence viewed from the
opposite corner of the large, paved intersection. The home is
burned, with smoke and ash marks on the second floor window
frames and outside walls. To the right in the street is a horse drawn
carriage. To the left there are several people visible on the
sidewalk. In the forground there are two women walking across th
street. Ina the background there are the ruins of other burned and
collpased buildings visible. Handwritten underneath the image
reads "Spreckles Residence.". 

Right Photo: Image of a large unpaved road leading into Golden
Gate Park in the aftermath of the 1906 San Francisco earthquake.
There are several large crowds of people gathered walking in both
direction. In the center of the image there is a person on a bicycle
visible. In addition there are also horse drawn carriages visible. In
the distance, only trees are visible. Handwritten underneath the
image reads "Golden Gate Park". 

Good OK Museum
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P 2010.009.011ffff         
Print, Photographic

Black and white photographic image(s) mounted on black album
paper. 

Left Photo: Image of a wide, cobble stone paved street with a
badly damaged church building in the background in the aftermath
of the 1906 San Francisco earthquake. The building is missing
much of its facade as well the sides of a tower leaving just the
small dome cap and the metal skeleton visible. Scattered around
the building are large piles of debris. In the forground there is also
a paved side walk and a wall surrounding the corner of the street
visible. there is also a firehydrant visibe on the corner of the street.
Handwritten underneath the image reads "St. Domicks Church". 

Right Photo: Image of the Ferry Building in San Francisco. In the
forground is a wide, cobblestone paved street filled with people
and several horse drawn carriages. There are also numerous power
poles visible as well as street car tracks. In the background is the
ferry building. In the middle section of the main tower of the front
entrance is scaffolding visible all around. Handwritten underneath
the image reads "Ferry Bld'g.". 

Good OK Museum
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